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Abstract
This artifact supports our research in self-
adaptation in large-scale software-intensive distrib-
uted systems. The main problem in making such
systems self-adaptive is that their adaptation needs
to consider the current situation in the whole sys-
tem. However, developing a complete and accurate
model of such systems at design time is very challen-
ging. We are instead investigating a novel approach
where the system model consists only of the essen-
tial input and output parameters and Big Data
analytics is used to guide self-adaptation based on

a continuous stream of operational data. In this
artifact, we provide a concrete model problem that
can be used as a case study for evaluating differ-
ent self-adaptation techniques pertinent to complex
large-scale distributed systems. We also provide an
extensible tool-based framework for endorsing an
arbitrary system with self-adaptation based on ana-
lysis of operational data coming from the system.
The model problem (CrowdNav) and the framework
(RTX) have been packaged together in this artifact,
but can also work independently.
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5:2 Model Problem and Framework for Self-Adaptation Based on Big Data Analytics

1 Scope

This artifact aims to support research in self-adaptation of large-scale software-intensive systems.
In particular, it provides a model problem and a tool-based framework for conducting experimental
research in self-adaptation based on Big Data analytics, a recently proposed approach that suggests
analyzing large streams of operational data from a system using Big Data techniques to plan and
enact changes to the system. The artifact is intended to be used mainly by researchers in the
self-adaptive systems (SEAMS) community.

2 Content

The artifact package includes:
CrowdNav—a traffic simulation based on SUMO [1] and TraCI (a Python interface to SUMO)
that implements a custom router that can be configured using Kafka [2] messages or a local
JSON-based confiuration file. Configuration changes are applied on the fly (while the simulation
is running). Also, runtime data is send to a Kafka queue to allow stream processing (e.g. using
RTX); data is also logged locally to CSV file.
RTX—a tool-based framework that allows for self-adaptation based on analysis of real time
(streaming) data. RTX is particularly useful in analyzing operational data in a Big Data
environment. RTX is written in Python. In its current version it internally uses Kafka and
Spark Streaming [3]; however, it can be extended to employ other Big Data tools such as Flink.

3 Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). In addition, the artifact is also available
at: https://github.com/Starofall/CrowdNav and https://github.com/Starofall/RTX.

4 Tested platforms

Both CrowdNav and RTX have been tested and work on Linux, MacOS & Windows.
The main requirement for RTX is a platform that supports the Python libraries “numpy” and
“scipy”; we provide a setup script to install them on Windows.
To use Spark in RTX the system should have at least 4GB of RAM.
Both CrowdNav and RTX can be run as Docker containers; Dockerfiles are provided.

5 License

Both CrowdNav and RTX are available under the MIT license.

6 MD5 sum of the artifact

9c66bfa099604fd15388c982ddf7d53b

7 Size of the artifact

3.46 GiB

https://github.com/Starofall/CrowdNav
https://github.com/Starofall/RTX
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